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Abstract
SONG OF MYSELF
Leah-Lani Griffin, MFA
The University of Texas at Austin, 2016
Supervisor: Paul Stekler

This report summarizes the script development, pre-production,
production and post-production of the making of the short narrative film
SONG OF MYSELF. This film was produced as my graduate thesis film in
the department of Radio-Television-Film at the University of Texas at Austin
in partial fulfillment of a Master of Fine Arts in Film and Media Production.
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Introduction
I am a late bloomer when it comes to the articulation of my voice as a
filmmaker and I’ve long known that film school would be a necessary stop.
A place where I would have an opportunity to work out the relationship
between storytelling, visual poetry and editing. I am grateful for the path that
has led me here, and hopeful to see myself continue to distill my voice and
practice my craft.
Years ago, I was walking in the streets of Paris with a group of friends
late at night and I caught a glimpse of an image that caused me to twirl
around. The image startlingly held my gaze. It was a black and white profile
of an auteur looking through an old time movie camera. There was no
promotional content surrounding the image, just a beloved symbol in a city
that adores cinema. I couldn’t help but feel a sense of knowing and that was
before I knew anything about filmmaking. It happened again years later in a
library when I was researching the Russian avant guard symbol of the Black
Square by Kasimir Malevich. I felt a similar power drawing me in by its
magnetic field. These occurrences would continue and I no longer question
them, rather I just follow the signs.
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The catalyst for applying to film school was my deep interest in the
field of film editing. I had worked in fine arts for several years and studied
painting and curation long enough to understand the inextricable power of
the juxtaposition between two images and the layers of new meaning it
creates. Yet, film language was more complex to me. To better understand
screen direction and film rhythm became my goal. I felt that I had finally
found a bridge between a science and an art, a technical skill and an abstract
theology, a practice that I could invest in for the rest of my life. Something I
might actually fully commit to. For the past five years, I made the
commitment to this understanding and I am very grateful for the direction I
have received in the process.
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Development
For me, the inspiration to tell a visual story begins with an experience,
a feeling, a perception. It begins like a tidal wave or a volcano on the verge
of eruption that I am struggling to hold back. If it persists and continuously
strikes me in a place that is truthful, then I make a commitment to the film
idea and begin the script development stage. My thesis film SONG OF
MYSELF is inspired by something very personal. An event in my life that
crushed me and tested my relationships, but it also made me aware that my
experience was an American experience. I felt the depth of that revelation
and thought about the universal implications.
SONG OF MYSELF tells the story of an imprisoned drug offender
who fights for his sanity in solitary confinement and discovers solace in
protecting a blade of grass. My own experience of injustice in the criminal
justice system led me to get outside myself to better understand the purpose
of solitary confinement, its abuse, and its relationship to mass incarceration
in the United States. The film’s thematic elements reflect a duality that I
have deconstructed with apprehension.
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Solitary confinement is a form of torture that has a deceptively
practical purpose: to control. Throughout my research, I began to ask many
questions like, how does systemic racial discrimination and America’s
historical use of solitary confinement contribute to its widespread use today?
Why would any state sanction its use for juveniles? Holding them in
isolation for months, even years. What are its roots and what does it say
about America? How has it shaped my life? How does policy reflect fear in
society?
From the outset, I was apprehensive because the film’s story is based
on my relationship with my brother and his experience in solitary
confinement in a Florida state prison in the 1990s. I dreaded making sense of
the trauma that this experience created for him, me and my family. I felt
awkward and almost unworthy to tell the story, but I did have a visceral
understanding due to my brother’s experience. That feeling is what led to the
persistent image in my mind and I dug into my own research based on what I
knew was an important topic.
As I began my writing, I committed myself to research for over a year.
My research was conducted mainly through interviews with former prisoners
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who spent time in solitary, reading first-hand research from psychologists
and reporters, and working with a grass-roots prison reform consultant. In
addition, I referred to letters that my brother wrote to me during his
imprisonment that I had saved, which ended up playing a significant part in
the script. My most valuable resource was my brother himself and our many
conversations around the topic. The abuse that he suffered was severe and it
had the effect of making me tremble in fear and anger. It was important to
me that I work that out for my own purpose.
When I imagined what it might mean to tell a story set in a confined
space, immediately I thought of the use of 3D, light, and how I might
represent psychological torture. Professor Ellen Spiro once told me that I
had a gift for getting inside a character’s head. I thought it was an insightful
statement but I wasn’t sure if it was true. The value of not knowing is that it
leads you to investigate. What I have learned is that I am simply a good
investigator when I feel a sense of injustice. At times I take it to an extreme,
often finding myself becoming one with my subject. I become the thing I
seek to understand in order to deconstruct its meaning. In essence, I tried to
fill the shoes of a prisoner in solitary confinement, yet I retained a humility
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knowing I could never really understand the suffering. I felt empathy and
compassion but I knew that my feelings alone wouldn’t tell a good story.
To tell the story I wanted to tell I needed an experience beyond
myself. So I turned to my brother and other former prisoners for insight.
After much collaboration, I wrote draft after draft of the script feeling my
way through the material. It is impossible to trace its phases. I can simply
say that I poured my family history, my research, and my imagination into
developing structure and reworked it over and over long enough until it
made sense. There was a lot of reworking. The feedback I gained from
professors, peers, and my writing collaborators made the story what it was
on paper, though I retained the original spirit of my idea in my heart. In the
end, three people outside myself significantly contributed to the shaping of
the narrative and all three of them had experienced prison firsthand. They
knew better than me and I trusted their raw experiences more than the
intellectual notions of good storytelling.
Achieving structure has always been a difficult task and as a result of
it not coming naturally to me, I have benefitted from the boot camp type of
discipline that film school provides. The script received the final stamp of
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approval only weeks before we began production. It was a two-year journey
and I knew deep in my mind that it had the right feel and it would hold
weight. There are so many wonderful details on how it came to be but I will
keep that to myself as a writer to remember. In the end, the key lesson I
learned was that in order for a story to matter it centers on a key relationship
and what’s at stake.
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Pre-Production
Producing a film
Working with great producers who give unconditionally to get the job
done well is a wonderful gift to receive as a writer/director. Thus, I thought
about my style of working and the importance of chemistry before bringing
anyone on board. It occurred to me that I needed to strike a balance between
managing logistics and creative consultation. It is easy to lose sight of the
big picture when you are burdened by the nitty gritty of pre-production so
it’s essential to have a solid support team to keep a proper perspective.
In the past, I was often my own producer and that left me little time to
prepare as a director. One small fire unattended can often lead to a fire storm
and I knew this production wasn’t an endeavor I could manage alone. Also, I
wanted the benefit of working with a creative producer, someone who would
hold a creative mirror to my face and aptly ask the tough story questions. I
hired Filipa Rodriques to work with me as my co-producer, Roy Rutngamlug
as my creative producer, and Sophia Yu as the line producer. Together, we
worked seamlessly to achieve our vision for the film while we assembled the
mechanics of a solid team.
8

Working with Roy as my creative producer was a transformative
experience. Through our conversations and analysis of the script, he held a
creative space for me to dig deep and reflect on what I really aimed to say.
When I felt overwhelmed, we broke down the critical feedback and looked
at what was useful. It allowed me to achieve clarity and focus at key
decision making moments. There are no words to illuminate how important
the role of creative producer is to me and my process. Roy set a high
standard that I hope to continue to meet with future projects.
Budget & Locations
The biggest challenge Filipa and I faced was developing and
managing the budget and expectations. Primarily, Filipa oversaw the number
crunching and it was my job to find the money. Our numbers would grow
and morph as we moved closer to production and we were often hardpressed negotiating rates for key crew members and the cast. In the end, we
were able to balance the budget through a combination of paid and unpaid
crew positions. It was a great lesson on how to attract a talented cast and
crew on a shoe-string budget. It opened my eyes to the critical importance of
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negotiating smart film budgets and contracts. We were very persistent and I
didn’t give into anything against my gut instinct.
The second greatest challenge was securing a prison location suitable
to the world of the script. We needed a modern day prison and a solitary
confinement cell. I had heard of the Old City Jail located in downtown
Austin, but I knew it was an historic location and I imagined the setting
wouldn’t be a good fit. However, after our first walk through, I was
convinced we could turn it into a contemporary prison setting. We found a
space to build a solitary cell and utilize the existing hallways, central
booking rooms, offices and bathroom to suit the needs of the story. We
signed the paperwork with the City to secure the location and went to work
on securing other locations.
Production Design and Art Direction
David Conley came on board as production designer due to his
background in architecture and set design. It was his job to manage all
aspects of production design, but his main objective was to design and build
the solitary confinement cell. David took on this assignment with an
incredible eye for detail and we had many conversations about the look and
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feel of the cell. I spent countless hours during the development stage
researching the design. By this time I knew about the history of solitary
confinement and its abuses.
Solitary confinement originally was invented by the Quakers in
Pennsylvania in 1829 as an experiment in social redemption. Prisoners
would be held in a confined space, naked, with just a hole in the ground for a
toilet, and a Bible to read for introspection. The idea being that solitude
would bring penitence. This experiment failed terribly but it birthed a
movement of control and punishment for the uncontrollable.
David and I took all of this into consideration when planning our
design. We designed three interconnected, moveable walls with faux cinder
block facades. Included in the cell would be a simple cot with a prison sized
mattress, a stainless steel toilet/sink combo, a mirror, a ledge and stool and a
window. Beneath the cot, there was a hatch that would allow us to crawl
through should we need to get outside the set quickly without breaking apart
the walls. We put thought into whether we should have a window and its
placement as well as the spacing between the toilet and the mirror. We built
a ledge extending from a wall for eating and reading adjacent to the bean
11

slot on the cell door. It was all thought out according to the action of the
story.
The cell door held an important function and we were able to hire a
welder to carve out the bean slot. Essentially, the cell we built was designed
around an existing cell door opening to an existing hallway that was
necessary for creating the illusion of seamlessness between the built set and
the real jail. As we worked through the production design details piece by
piece, my research was useful many times, but I was still often challenged
by the notion of how it might work in the real world. The appeal of
production design is being accurate in your research but bending it to your
aesthetic ideals for the sake of drama.
In addition to building a cell, we had inmates and guards uniforms to
consider including weapons. I was very fortunate to work with film students
Maria Situ and Sarah Parrish as my art directors. Sarah also doubled as the
prop master and wardrobe stylist. She sewed patches to the guards uniforms,
filled their utility belts with fake mace and guns, and even made a chess set
out of paper mache, pen, and cardboard. They worked night and day with
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David to get the set ready for production and without their assistance it
would have been impossible to move forward.
I also brought artist Christa Pallazzolo on board to work as art director
for scenes outside the prison. She helped create the look and feel for an
important drug overdose scene set in a living room. In choosing set
decoration, we used warm reds to contrast against the cool tones of the
prison environment. In addition, she loaned us her father’s old white Ford
truck for a scene between the protagonist and his father. The image of the
truck proved to be indelible and a perfect backdrop for a confrontational
moment.
As a director, I am always heavily involved with production design. It
is part of my skill set and I am a bit ruthless with the detail. It all must fall in
line with that one inspiring image that sparked my original idea because it is
a feeling that I am after, a marriage between the abstract and the concrete.
Otherwise, the set materializes objects that have no inherent meaning or
purpose.
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Preparing for Principal Photography
Cinematographer Drew Daniels and I first worked together on my prethesis film HUSH that was shot on location in West Texas. It was my first
experience directing a small cast of non-actors and I also doubled as my own
producer and production designer. That is to say, I had a steep learning curve
and Drew taught me a great deal through our collaboration on that film.
Drew’s visual style is keen on subtlety, emotional vulnerability and beauty.
He quickly sees the essence of a thing and I trust him to interpret the poetic
intent of my writing. As a result, I can let go and watch the magic happen
when he works.
In preparation for SONG OF MYSELF, Drew contributed to the
discussion on the design of the cell, primarily with regard to the window and
the practical lighting. He also consulted on the size of the cell and the
function of its moveable walls to ensure that the set would be shootable. In
addition, he gave direction on the practical lighting throughout the prison
location at the Old City Jail. Drew has a gift for lighting a scene dramatically
with minimal lights.
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After sharing reference images with regard to visual style, we agreed
that the cool tones in the film Hunger by Steve McQueen would be the
primary influence for our film. We also agreed that we would aim for a more
stylized look than a typical prison film. Other visual references came from
scenes in the films Trainspotting, Traffic, Bronson and Only Lovers Left
Alive.
After we settled upon the film’s visual tone & style and cell design,
Drew and I met twice to go over the script and create storyboards for each
scene. Drew is great at breaking down a scene without too much coverage. If
it were left up to me, I’d go overboard despite my minimalist leanings. We
collaborated on the storyboards and shot list with Drew leading the way.
Drew is unapologetic as a DP and he has taught me a great deal about
coverage, screen direction and the power of a long take.
I was confident in what I wanted and I challenged myself to hold my
own even if the answer wasn’t always clear. For example, when preparing
the storyboard for a particular fight scene, I recalled a painting of two boxers
by the great American realist painter George Bellows. I shared it with Drew
and he loved it, and we later shot that set up exactly on point. Through our
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working relationship, I’ve learned how to be better prepared as a director,
share my instincts and desires prior to shooting and appreciate what a great
cinematographer can bring to the table as my partner.
We had developed an extensive shot list due to the many scenes in the
script and we were teetering toward our absolute max with the schedule. I
felt confident that between the talent of my lead actor Austin Amelio and
Drew’s experience we would be able to handle whatever I felt was
necessary. That being said, I knew I was in for a fight to get the coverage I
hoped for while keeping the focus on quality.
Casting
My experience with casting is there is no magic formula and it is
exhausting work. In the past, I have scouted the streets for non-actors or by
holding auditions in small towns. For the lead role in this film however I
committed to working with a professional actor. It was important to me that I
find my lead before the script was even written so that I could mold the
character to him. I get inspiration from an actor’s personal experiences and I
feel more motivated as a writer when I have someone to write for. Actor
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Austin Amelio was my first choice and he turned out to be an outstanding
collaborator.
After we made a tentative agreement to work together, I went to work
on the script. I decided in advance not to bombard him with early drafts so I
took some time to myself in the process. Meanwhile, Austin went on to be
cast as one of the baseball players in Richard Linklater’s film Everybody
Wants Some!!. Landing that role motivated his move to Los Angeles where
he then secured a lead role on the hit television series The Walking Dead. In
between those two productions, we continued to talk and I began sharing
drafts of the script. There was a point where our communication broke off
and I thought I would need to start looking for a new lead. After I reached a
more polished version of the script just two months prior to production,
Austin fully committed.
I believe my greatest directing comes out in pre-production. My
insight and feeling for a character’s motivation, what’s at stake and what he
or she wants is clarified through one-on-one discussions with my actor. It is
through these meetings that I build trust, let my walls down and share my
vision for the film. One thing that I have narrowed in on that is my secret to
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good casting (as well as to hiring a DP) is whether or not he or she can pick
up on the spirit of my writing. Foremost, the writing is what draws in a
talented cast to commit to a film and it’s important that we are on the same
page from the get go.
Austin and I prepared by not only discussing the character at length
but through meetings with a former inmate who had spent years in solitary
confinement and with my prison research consultant, Jorge Renaud. Austin
also did a lot of research on his own and we discussed movies that we
thought were helpful to getting inside the character’s head. There was one
particular prison scene from the film Bronson with a performance by Tom
Hardy that proved to be essential to Austin’s preparation for a key scene in
our film. I had to let go and allow Austin to prepare on his own. He veered
me away from too much analysis to keep it fresh and he was my teacher as
much as I was his.
For casting the supporting cast I turned to veteran casting director
Vicki Boone. We held two auditions for casting the guards, inmates and
father. In addition, I reached out to Lorelei Linklater for the role of the
protagonist’s sister and Jorge Renaud for the role of the parole officer.
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Through these efforts we succeeded in casting a diverse group of talented
actors and non-actors.
Assembling a Crew
Patience is essential when assembling a crew. It was evident that the
production needed more help than the budget would allow and it was
challenging at times to meet the demands of the film. The production design
team and G&E department had the biggest needs to fill. Money was
strategically placed toward key positions such as the gaffer and production
sound recordist. With the efforts of my producers, we put together a sizable
crew and I was fortunate to get everyone to pull together and commit to a
10-day shoot in the middle of August.
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PRODUCTION
The 10-day shoot was nothing short of intense and difficult. Shooting
in a real jail (with no air condition) in a cell that was confining and
oppressive set a mood that we couldn't escape. This was intentional on my
part as I wanted the location to give off an air of authenticity and make us
feel its misery. The first time Austin stepped inside his cell, I could see a
change in his demeanor as he contemplated what was to come. It all felt very
real.
We spent the first two days shooting the flashback scenes at locations
outside of the prison. It was a good way to get into the flow of production
and I enjoyed the diversity of the scenes flowing from the street to a
comfortable living room. We nailed the skateboarding and overdose scenes
and I was excited about the quality of the shots. Artfully speaking, I was
satisfied.
A point of tension began to arise within me though and it became a
major lesson in direction. It was evident that I didn’t have a grasp on giving
playable direction in a clear, concise manner in the moment. I knew when
something wasn’t right and I gave adjustments according to tone, but I often
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relied on doing multiple takes until the actors intuited my feeling. It set me
up for power struggles throughout the rest of my shoot because it revealed a
gap in my communication.
Despite my lack of action words, I kept my head in the game and
persevered. Austin and I had already prepared, and we worked together at a
subliminal level. My vision was more telling than what I could say or not
say.
The production days at the prison was jam packed from start to finish.
We covered an unprecedented amount of action from choreographed fight
scenes to a deep, dramatic monologue and lingering scenes of isolation. As
Austin got into character, he remained there and it was awe inspiring to
watch him work. He took what lived within my heart and gave it life on set.
It was as though Austin was reading my mind and knew all of my thoughts
at a subconscious level. He gave unconditionally to the role that we carefully
crafted and never looked back.
Watching Austin become the character, who in essence was based
upon my brother was heart wrenching at moments. I was, in fact, reliving
some very traumatic experiences from my past but I worked hard to put that
21

aside and surrendered to the magic of cinema. Things began to unfold and
we quickly were in the depth of our craft shaping the story together.
Drew and Austin worked well as a team and their instincts combined
made my job easier. It was what I had hoped for and more. I held the power
of the story because it was so personal, and I opened up to collaboration at a
level that drove me to new heights. I was challenged to my fullest at every
moment. Working with such a talented actor polished my sense of direction
and I will carry that with me.
The largest challenge I faced during production, outside of direction,
was overseeing production design. I was highly disappointed to realize that I
had hired a key player that simply couldn’t multitask or delegate. He was
only really able to focus on his main objective. I could have altered the
course of action in advance but by the time I realized this problem, we were
already in too deep. The pressure I felt to manage my time between direction
and production design put an enormous amount of strain on me throughout
production. I did my best to push it aside when I dealt with my cast and kept
our production standards high.
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I learned it is absolutely essential for a director to have a good support
team and we were running at maximum capacity every day. It was often the
dynamite performance that Austin consistently gave that provided me with
the inspiration to know we were staying on track. It all unfolded in an
organized chaos type-fashion and perhaps that is just the way it is more often
than not. In retrospect, I realize that a key trait of a great director is
maintaining equanimity.
The other great memorable moments from production range from
working with stunt coordinator/fight choreographer, Aaron Alexander to
directing a diverse supporting cast and prepping my prison research
consultant to play the role of the parole officer. We spent hours shooting
fight scenes and bloody moments, fishing for a blade of grass, marking time
on a cell wall, building tension with gang members, and capturing Austin’s
rage-filled performance. Building the arc of the story in a non-linear fashion
with so many moving parts was a test that we thankfully nailed.
Other highlights are related to the more poetic aspects of my writing
being translated on screen. It all worked together to create an interweaving
narrative that I would later re-structure in post-production. I feel grateful to
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have been given the gift of working with so many talented people and the
very act of bringing a community together to tell a story is a life-changing
experience.
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POST-PRODUCTION
The editing stage is my favorite part of re-writing and enhancing the
narrative of my films. I write with the understanding that I will re-create
narrative structure in post-production, building layers of new meaning. It is
the art form I feel most adept at and committed to. I try to put some distance
between myself and the footage after production wraps. Being close to your
material and exhausted from production may be a set up for losing
perspective and burn out. Even though, I experienced all of that, I
thoroughly enjoyed editing SONG OF MYSELF.
Working with an Assistant Editor
I hired Andrew Hernandez to work with me as an assistant editor and
we spent the first two months of post getting familiar with the footage and
cutting each scene into its basic form. It was a slow process and very helpful
to have another set of eyes on the material. Production had wrapped by the
end of August and by late October we had a very rough cut of the film. At
that point, I knew that the structure needed some major re-working and it
was time for me to take over as editor and focus on the overall narrative. We
had looked at the rough cut once on the big screen and I was able to discern
25

the direction I wanted to take. It is essential for me to get away from the
computer at least once during the rough cut stage and see the film as a film.
Delays
Unexpectedly, my father passed away mid-November and that loss
required me to take two months off from the project. It was a shocking and
devastating time and it was important for me to spend time focusing on
myself and my family. I put the film in the back of my mind and set a new
deadline for achieving a final cut by May. Throughout this time of reflection
it was evident that I was in for a major test of perseverance.
Achieving a fine cut
Similar to the writing process, the rough cut stage took on many
versions. I believe I ended up with at least 60 versions. I went off on
tangents at times just to see how far I could stretch the material. More often
than not I simply had to go through a dark period where I couldn’t see the
big picture and kept my focus on the details. It is through the building of the
details that I arrive at a structure that is full of subtle layers. Achieving
clarity is always my number one goal and I apply discipline even when it
feels confusing.
26

I have learned to accept the vulnerability that comes with sharing an
incoherent rough cut for feedback. There is no point in trying to explain why
something makes sense to me and no one else. I just accept the notes and
look for the common threads of criticism. Without this feedback, it would be
impossible for me to navigate through the rough cut stage to achieve a fine
cut. I need to hear how another sees and feels to know what’s really
happening in the cut. Then, I can adjust my inner compass to navigate
toward a coherent structure.
My meetings with Professor Don Howard and my creative producer
Roy Rutngamlug were very helpful to achieving a re-structure of the
narrative. They both picked up on the strength of the relationship between
the protagonist and the parole officer as being a dominant thread in the film.
I hadn’t considered this as a way forward and it freed me up to find a better
balance with the other main threads. In the end, my biggest challenge was
weighing the protagonist’s key relationships and how they contributed to his
transformation. What was at stake and how did I want to reveal that?
It was evident that the protagonist’s relationship with himself and
overcoming his rage in isolation was the soul of the film, but finding a way
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into his mind was the greatest challenge. After all, he was a man alone in a
cell and representing his psychological torture was paramount. I had to sit
with the material and play it over and over again in my head before I could
see the way forward. It was all there and it just needed to be shaped toward
my original image and feeling for the film.
After months of playing with structure and getting feedback, I finally
made some headway. I took the opportunity to share my cut with a small
group of people for feedback. Having at least one test screening prior to
picture lock is a must. The version I presented was a bit experimental with
my use of flashbacks and the main note I walked away with was to work on
clarifying the use of time. Playing with time was a big part of the story’s
structure and I had gone too far. I had an aha moment and finally understood
how to open the film. It was an exercise in physics and the complex made
simple. By the end, I had achieved a marriage between the abstract and
concrete and found the poetic clarity I was after. Thank God.
Achieving the Final Cut: Music, Color and Sound
Composer Alex Weston is a friend of mine who made a great
contribution to SONG OF MYSELF. The score that he developed mirrored
28

the tone of the film so beautifully and with a level of sensitivity that I
couldn’t have imagined. He willingly provided various versions throughout
the fine cut stage so that I could cut the final scenes with music in mind. I
am a perfectionist at the fine cut stage and I likely drove him mad with my
minute changes but he remained humble throughout the process and quickly
made adjustments. Each time he made it better, even when I was already
satisfied with his work. Alex will be a long time collaborator of mine.
Sound designer Eric Friend came to the rescue once my film was just
nearly picture locked. I knew throughout the entire picture editing process
that the sound design would be essential to elevating the film into a real
cinematic experience. The solitary environment was so distinct and without
a solid soundscape, the audience would be missing half the experience. I was
very nervous that we wouldn’t achieve a soundscape sophisticated enough to
match the psychology of the film. After meeting and talking it through, it
was evident that Eric and I were on the same page. I left him alone with the
film for a day or two and we re-convened just a day before my final
deadline. Eric had sealed the deal with expert sound work and we made
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minor revisions together. It was impressive how fast he worked with such
little time and consultation.
Colorist Joe Malina made the experience of color correction a dream.
We sat together for two days in his office bringing color to the world of the
film and it felt rewarding after looking at a flat image for many months.
Seeing the beauty of the cinematography come to life made me feel a sense
of pride for the work we had accomplished. It also clued me into some fine
cuts that I needed to make before I could call it picture locked. Thankfully,
we were completing color before sound design and there was still time for
minor adjustments. Joe and I discussed how sound and color play off one
another and it made me rethink the stages of post-production in relation to
the picture editing process.
After music, sound and color were complete, I brought it all into the
Avid for the final export. I was tedious in my making my final fine cut edits
and there was a level of satisfaction with my work that I had never felt
before. By the time I was able to screen the film for an audience, I was no
longer caught up in second guessing my edits, instead I had the luxury of
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directing my attention to the experience of the audience. I felt relieved of a
great and terrible burden that was an honor to carry while it was mine.
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The Big Picture
“If you want to have a deep impact on what matters to you, don’t do things at remove.
Invest yourself fully. Get close.” — Samantha Power, United States ambassador to the
United Nations

Filmmaking has taught me to get close to my experiences and to
invest myself fully in telling the stories that matter to me. The acts of
perceiving and listening are paramount to my craft and my dream is to
continue to listen. Thank you to all of my teachers for showing me that hard
lesson and most of all thank you to God for the gift of filmmaking and the
beauty of cinema.
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Appendix A
The following is the final script for the principal photography of
SONG OF MYSELF.
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Appendix B
The following are the production design models for the prison cell.
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